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STUDY OF BLADE ASPECT RATIO ON A COMPRESSOR FRONT STAGE
AERODYNAMIC AND MECHANICAL
DESIGN REPORT
G. D. Burger, D. Lee and D. W. Snow
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group
1. SUMMARY
A low aspect ratio , single-stage compressor was designed to be repre-
sentative of the first stage of an advanced multistage high pressure
compressor (HPC). The purpose of the program is to demonstrate that
low aspect ratio blading in an HPC front stage can provide high
loading levels at high tip speeds with acceptable efficiency levels.
This report presents the details of the aerodynamic and mechanical
design of a low aspect ratio rotor and stator to meet these goals.
Design parameters were chosen to be typical of an advanced HPC front
stage and to be compatible with existing rig hardware which accurately
simulates engine conditions. This hardware includes an offset inlet
transition duct that incorporates a preswirl vane simulating fan
stator root or low-pressure compressor exit flow, engine type interme-
diate case struts, and a variable stagger inlet guide vane (IGV).
The design pressure ratio is 1.8 at an adiabatic efficiency of 88.5
percent. The design flow per unit annulus area at the rotor inlet is
195.3 kg/sec/m2 (40.0 lbm/sec/ft 2 ) at the design tip speed of
442.0 m/sec (1450 ft/sec). The hub/tip ratio is 0.597 with a tip
diameter of 0.691 m (27.2 in.) and a rotor aspect ratio of 1.3.
The high tip speed and inlet specific flow of the rotor were required
to achieve the stage pressure ratio of 1.8, which is agressive but
representative of front stages of advanced core compressors. Stator
exit specific flow and absolute air angle were chosen to be realistic
values to match downstream HPC stages. The axial spacing between the
IGV, rotor, and stator is sufficient to allow for radial and circum-
ferential probe traversing.
Because the rotor inlet relative Mach number range is 0.97 to 1.32
from root to tip, the rotor was designed with multiple-circular-arc
(MCA) blade sections typical of fan design practice. Stator vane
sections were also designed as MCA sections, approaching double
circular arc (DCA) sections toward the outer portion of the span. The
stator inlet absolute Mach number range is 0.88 to 0.59 from root to
tip. The reaction level of the stage was set at 0.71 to ensure that
the stator inlet absolute Mach nui;ber remains below 0.9. Both rotor
and stator losses were estimated using a combination of fan and HPC
experience.
II. INTRODUCTION
Future commercial aircraft powerplants, in order to reduce fuel
consumption, will require compressors with higher pressure ratios and
efficiencies than currently in use. This implies the use of higher tip
speeds and higher stage loading levels (that is, higher stage pressure
rise). Research on advanced compressor stages has shown that the use
of relatively low aspect ratio blading can provide high levels of
loading while maintaining high efficiency and adequate stability
margin. NASA sponsored programs have provided design background data
on low aspect ratio compressors with hub-tip ratios and tip speeds
typical of middle and rear stages of high pressure compressors, but a
gap in design data exists for low aspect ratio front stages.
The tip speeds required for a highly loaded front stage result in
transonic and supersonic relative Mach numbers into the rotor, a
condition similar to that encountered in fans. The design of highly
loaded, high aspect ratio blading for the transonic/supersonic regime
has been explored extensively and successfully under various NASA fan
contracts (References 1, 2, and 3). This program will make use of the
fan experience in the design of the low aspect ratio front stage. Test
results will determine whether these fan design concepts are applic-
able to high pressure compressor (HPC) front stages.
III. AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
A. FLOWPATH AND VELOCITY VECTOR DIAGRAM DESIGN
The compressor flowpath was designed to utilize an existing inlet case
and exit duct from a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft high pressure compressor
research vehicle. This hardware includes inlet prerotation vanes to
simulate a fan stator or low pressure compressor exit stator, interme-
diate case support struts, and variable inlet guide vanes (IGV)
situated in a curved duct typical of an engine intermediate case
(Figure 1). Contract requirements established the rotor inlet hub-tip
ratio, rotor tip speed, inlet specific flow, pressure ratio, and
approximate blade and vane aspect ratios, as listed in Table 1.
The flowpath design evolved from these requiements through a series of
iterations using the axisymmetric streamline analysis outlined in
Appendix A. The iterations were started using an assumed flowpath
shape, estimated flow blockages, and estimated efficiency profiles.
Rotor and stator blade sections were generated using assumed rotor and
stator solidities and calculated flow conditions and velocity vectors.
Adjustments were made to the flowpath shape and blade solidities to
control velocities and loadings. Efficiencies were reestimated using
the modified flowpath and aerodynamics. Blade sections were defined
after each iteration to determine the blade leading and trailing edge
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Flowpath convergence and the incorporation of sufficient axial spacing
between the existing IGV and the new rotor for instrumentation estab-
lished the rotor inlet hub and tip diameters of 0.412 meter (16.24
in.) and 0.691 meter (27.2 in.), respectively, resulting in an inlet
hub-tip ratio of 0.597.
With the required rotor tip speed of 442.0 m/sec (1450 ft/sec), the
design speed corrected to standard inlet conditions is 12 210 rpm.
Specific flow at the rotor inlet was set at 195.3 kg/m l
-sec (40
lbm/sec-ft 2 ) consistent with advanced HPC front stage technology.
This yields an inlet corrected flow of 47.28 kg/sec (104.24 lbm/sec)
to the rotor and 46.53 kg/sec (102.6 lbm/sec) into the rig inlet,
assuming previously demonstrated losses with the same inlet case
hardware.
Flowpath convergence and wall curvatures were chosen to control blade
and wall loadings as well as to provide compatibility with typical
downstream HPC stages. The average stage exit axial Mach number is
0.55 with an average exit angle of 16 degrees, which is representative
of exit conditions of typical advanced technology HPC front stages.
Mach number levels and blade loading balance were a result of reaction
selection as controlled by the IGV exit angle, Figure 2. A relatively
high reaction level of 0.71 was chosen in order to keep stator inlet
Mach number levels below 0.9 across the span. The resultant rotor
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loadings are within experience levels. Inlet and exit Mach number
profiles for the rotor and stator are shown in Figure 3.
Rotor losses were estimated by using a fan correlation of total loss
versus relative inlet Mach number. Endwall losses related to the rotor
work coefficient were added to this two-dimensional loss. Stator
losses were calculated using a correlation of loss parameter versus
diffusion factor and percent span. An endwall loss increment similar
to that used for the rotor was added to this level. Figure 4 and
Figure 5 show the final rotor and stator loss coefficient radial
distributions. Details of the rotor and stator loss system are found
in Appendix B.
Blockages were included in the aerodynamic design to account for
boundary layer growth along casing walls as well as airfoil wakes.
Data taken from tests with similar intermediate case configurations
were used to estimate the rotor inlet blockage, accounting for wakes
from both the support struts and IGV. The blockage distribution
through the compressor was estimated from data obtained from front
stages of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft HPC research v^_hicles and is
summarized in Table 2.
TABLE 2
AERODYNAMIC DESIGN ANNULUS BLOCKAGES
Location	 Endwall Blockade,








The inlet duct loss, including the prerotation vane (PRV) and support
struts, was taken from test results of a similar configuration. The
IGV losses were estimated from Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's cascade
system for 400 series airfoils. The total inset pressure loss relative
to the plenum is shown in Figure 6.
The surge margin requirement for the first stage of a typical high
pressure ratio core compressor is approximately seven percent,
utilizing the NASA surge margin definition (S.M. - PR s/PROL x
WOL/Ws ). Stall margin for this stage was estimated with two
different methods. The first method uses a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
correlation of static pressure rise loading parameter at surge based
on mean line air triangles, and predicts a NASA surge margin of 10.5
percent. The second method for estimating surge margin uses the
streamline program to predict diffusion factors at off-design flow
conditions at design speed. Fan test data were used to correlate rotor
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tip D-factor versus aspect ratio to which these o€fdesign levels were
compared. The second method predicts a nine percent NASA surge margin
for this stage. Figure 7 shows the spanwise rotor and stator D-factors
at design and nine percent surge margin level. Thus, the selected
design will meet the seven percenct surge margin requirement for the
first stage of a multi-stage core compressor.
The final flowpath design is shown in detail in Figure 8. The large
spacing between rotor and stator is necessary for instrumentation and
is not representative of typical HPC first stage spacing. As a result,
the stator inlet Mach number is higher than for a closely spaced
stator. Figure 9 shows the rotor and stator inlet and exit meridional
velocity profiles. The relative and absolute air angles to which the
blades and vanes were designed are shown in Figure 10.
A complete summary of the design velocity vector data calculated along
streamlines at the rotor and stator leading and trailing edges is
tabulated in Appendix C, Table 6 and Table 7.
B. ROTOR BLADE DESIGN
The rotor blade was designed to produce a total pressure ratio of
1.845 at a tip speed of 441.96 m/sec (1450 ft/sec). There are 24
blades with an aspect ratio of 1.3, based on average blade length and
absol- ute chord length at midspan, with a tip solidity of 1.26.
Although double circular arc (DCA) airfoils have traditionally been
used for first stage rotors of high pressure compressors, the rela-
tively high inlet Mach number for this stage warranted the use of mul-
tiple-circular-arc (MCA) airfoils, which fan experience has shown to
have lower losses at these Mach numbers. Thirteen MCA airfoil sections
were designed on conical surfaces that approximate stream surfaces of
revolution at 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 95, and 100
percents of flow. Airfoil sections were defined by specifying total
and front chord, total and front camber, maximum thickness and its
location chordwise, and leading and trailing edge radii, as defined by
Figure 11.
The ratios of front chord to total chord, front to total camber, and
location of maximum thickness were varied to achieve the desired
incidence and critical channel area margin (A/A* min) as established
from previous MCA fan rotor and stator experience. Since there are
many combinations of these parameters that would satisfy the same
incidence and area margin criteria, an additional analysis technique
was used to ensure an optimized blade shape. A blade channel flowfield
was calculated using a time-marching finite area (TMFA) procedure
(described in Reference 4) for streamlines at approximately 20, 50,
and 80 percent of span, which yielded pressure distributions
throughout the channel for each blade shape selected. Front chord
length, front camber level, and maximum thickness location chordwise
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were selected from iterations that attempted to minimize the shock
loss calculated by the TMFA program and achieve a smooth diffusion of
pressure on the blade surfaces. Final incidence and deviation selec-
tion were also influenced by the TMFA calculations within the con-
straints of MCA fan design experience.
The rotor chord at midspan was established from the 1.3 aspect ratio
requirement. The ratio of tip chord to root chord was set at 1.2 to be
consistent with the desired solidity at the blade tip (Figure 12).
These chords also gave acceptable rotor loadings and satisfied
structural requirements. The ratio of front-chord to total-chord
(Figure 13) yields a transition point which varies from 85 to 48
percent of the distance from leading edge to the assumed normal shock
location on the suction surface, depending on the radius. This
distribution was the result of an iteration to minimize front camber
while holding the desired minimum channel flow critical area ratio
(A/A* min) and incidence.
Rotor maximum thickness to chord ratio WO was selected to provide
mechanical stability while maint,;ining minimum airflow blockage. The
radial distribution, shown in Figure 14, resulted from flutter consid-
erations (see Section IV-B). The thickness ratio is 0.085 at the hub
and 0.035 at the tip. The chordwise location of maximum thickness
varies linearly from 55 to 65 percent from root to tip. These
locations were chosen so that for a given total and front camber and a
given total and front chord the leading edge wedge angle was the
minimum possible without creating a cusp-shape in the front portion of
the blade. This had a desirable effect on pressure distribution as
calculated by TMFA. Airfoil leading and trailing edge radii were
chosen to provide mechanical integrity.
Incidence angles for all supersonic inlet sections were chosen at a
location, termed the a' point, a point on the suction surface halfway
between the leading edge and the point from which a Mach wave emanates
that meets the leading edge of the adjacent blade. This incidence,
together with the entrance re tion and channel area considerations,
determines the leading edge incidence. For most sections the a'
incidence was set at approximately 1.5 degrees, based on fan experi-
ence. This incidence angle is intended to account for blockage at the
blade leading edge, development of the suction surface boundary layer,
and bow-wave loss. [dear the tip, this a' incidence was reduced to
about 1.0 degree in order to improve the pressure distribution
predicted from the TMFA program.
For sections near the root where the inlet Mach number was only
slightly greater than 1.0, higher values of incidence to the a` point
were required to provide adequate flow area while maintaining a smooth
distribution of leading edge incidence. Streamline 1 has a suction
surface incidence of -5 degrees, which fairs smoothly with the rest of
the span and is consistent with hub sections of similar HPC rotors.
The resulting spanwise distribution of suction surface, mean :amber
line, and a' incidence is shown in Figure 15.
Deviation angles froi« 20 to 80 percent of span were calculated using
Carter's rule plus adjustments based on fan and HPC rotor data. In the
endwall regions of 0 to 20 percent and 80 to 100 percent spans, extra
deviation was added. Figure 16 shows the resulting design deviation
versus span for the rotor. The rotor inlet and exit metal angles
resulting from the incidence and deviation selection are shown in
Figure 17. The ratio of front camber to total camber was chosen to
; rovide a minimum channel flow critical area ratio of approximately
1.03 for most of the span. In the outer 15 percent span the area was
larger in order to keep front camber from becoming negative. These
margins above choke have been shoran to give good performance for many
fans including References 1 through 3.
Rotor geometry on design conical surfaces is summarized in Appendix D,
Table 8. For manufacturing purposes, the airfoil sections were
redefined on planes normal to the stacking line, a radial line though
the center of gravity of the root conical section. The resultant blade
coordinates are presented in Appendix E, Table 10.
C. STATOR VANE DESIGN
The stator row has 30 vanes with multiple-circular-are (MCA) airfoil
sections designed on conical surfaces approximating stream surfaces of
revolution. The airfoil shape approaches a double-circular--arc (DCA)
near the lower Mach number tip region.
The vanes have a constant chord of 0.68 meters (2.68 in.), which
yields solidities of 1.426, 1.176, and 1.0 respectively at root, mean,
and tip. Aspect ratio is 1.42 based on average length and actual chord
and 1.57 based on average length and axially projected chord at the
hub. Front chord was selected slightly forward of the first covered
section for the standard MCA root sections fairing to half of total
chord at 80 percent span.
Maximum thickness-to-chord ratio was set to vary linearly from 0.05 at
the hub to 0.07 at the tip to provide low losses while being adequate
for mechanical integrity. The chordwise location of maximum thickness
varied linearly from 60 percent chord at the hub to 50 percent at the
tip. This minimized the leading edge wedge angle for the high Mach
number hub sections while at the tip it was similar that of a DCA.
Leading snd trailing edge radii were set constant at 0.0002 meters
(0.008 in.).
Incidence angle was set at -3.3 degrees to the suction surface at 20
percent span based on minimum loss data for similar MCA stators and
influenced by the pressure patterns from the TMFA program. At 80
percent span where the DCA shape is approached, incidence to the mean
camber line was set at -6.1 degrees. This incidence is halfway between
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minimum loss incidence and the incidence where choking effects cause a
noticeable rise in losses. This selection is consistent with HPC
stator design practice in order to ensure adequate surge margin. In
the endwall regions from 0 to 20 percent and 80 to 100 percent spans,
local overcambers in inlet metal angle, relative to the values that





incorporated. The resulting spanwise incidence selection is shown in
Figure 18.
Deviation angles in the 20 to 80 percent core region were based on
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's cascade system modified by correction
factors from the results of tests of similar stators. At 80 percent
span the DCA cascade prediction was used without corrections while in
the high Mach number sections near the root, an MCA airfoil cascade
system was used as a base for corrections. An extra deviation was
added in the endwall regions in order to allow for the boundary lay-sr
induced falloff in exit air angle. Figure 19 shows the stator devia-
tion, and figure 20 shows the spanwise inlet and exit metal angle
distribution resulting from the incidence and deviation selection.
Front camber was used to control the throat area of the channel
between blades. The desired throat area ratio, A/A* min, of approxi-
mately 1.05 was established by a correlation of data from Reference 5.
A complete summary of stator geometry on conical surfaces is presented
in Appendix D, Table 9. For manufacturing purposes, the airfoil
sections were redefined on planes normal to the stacking line. In
order to obtain a straight leading edge projection to allow for ease
in button design, the manufacturing sections have their centers of
gravities offset from the stacking line, except at the very hub where
the radial stacking line emanates. The resultant airfoil coordinates
are presented in Appendix E, Table 11.
IV. STRUCTURAL AND VIBRATION ANALYSIS
A. INTRODUCTION
The structural and vibration analysis of the blading involved tuning
the blade and vane geometries to avoid undesirable resonant condi-
tions, stability calculations to ensure stable, flutter-free operation
of blades and vanes, and steady stress analysis to satisfy overspeed
and low cycle fatigue criteria. Additionally, a rotor frame critical
speed analysis was performed to investigate the vibrational character-
istics of the entire rig assembly.
The final rig design is capable of operating to 110 percent of design
speed (13,431 rpm) with no anticipated structural limitations. Strain
gages will be placed on the blades and vanes, and accelerometers on
the cases to ensure rig safety.
B. BLADE RESONANCE TUNING
Coupled blade-disk resonances that may be excited in the operating
range are of major importance in the design of a compressor stage.
Circumferential and radial distortion exist in the inlet airstream and
normally contain strong components of first through fourth order
harmonics. The airfoil hub/tip ratio, aspect ratio as well as spanwise
thickness distribution have been adjusted such that natural modes of
the system do not occur at frequencies close to one, two, or three
(1E, 2E, or 30 excitations per revolution during high speed operation.
Additionally, for stages behind major support structures, such as the
nine inlet struts immediately upstream of the rotor stage, strut
passing and twice strut passing frequency can be encountered in the
first four coupled spanwise modes of vibration. Another major source
of excitation can be caused by the vanes immediately upstream (inlet
guide vane) or downstream (stator) of the stage as well as from
periodic obstructions in the flowpath such as instrumentation probes.
Results of a bladed disk frequency analysis are shown in Figure 21
with frequency predictions for spanwise modes c.'' vibration shown by
solid lines. Tip chordwise bending frequencies (dashed lines in Figure
21) were calculated using the finite element system NASTRAN, with
prestress effects included. As can be seen, a first mode (easy
bending) 2E frequency margin of 24 percent exists at redline speed
(13,431 rpm) and a 3E Ist mode resonance is predicted to occur at 9500
rpm. Second and third mode (coupled stiff bending and first torsion
modes, respectively) frequencies are sufficiently high to avoid low
order excitation and low enough to avoid vane or strut passing
excitation at high speed. Mode six (second easy spanwise bending mode)
is predicted to have an 18E excitation (twice strut passing frequency)
at 10,200 rpm. No significant vibratory stress is expected in the
first four spanwise modes of vibration. Vane passing and probe excited
resonant conditions occur low in the operating range and are not
expected to be a concern.
C. VANE RESONANCE TUNING
Both the inlet guide vane and exit stators of the rig are variable.
The stator vane frequencies have been calculated assuming that the
vanes are pinned at the I.D. and O.D. bushings. Modeling of the
circular end caps, extensions and activating arms was included to
accurately predict resonant frequencies. The stator was designed so
that the first mode frequency is sufficiently high to avoid low order
(2E and 3E) or blade passing (24E) resonance at high speed.
The inlet guide vane is structurally very similar to a configuration
that has been previously run to 12,000 rpm. No excessive vibratory
stress was observed in previous testing. Analysis indicates the first
mode frequency is 28 percent greater than the 2E excitation frequency
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at redline speed. A 3E first mode resonance is calculated to occur at
11,500 rpm.
Analysis of the stator indicates the first mode frequency is five
percent greater than the 3E excitation frequency at 110 percent of
design speed (13,431 rpm) and is acceptable (Figure 22). A 4E first
mode resonance is calculated to occur at 10,570 rpm. No blade passing
resonances are expected above 8000 rpm in the first four vibratory
modes.
D. ROTOR BLADE AND STATOR VANE FLUTTER
A supersonic unstalled flutter analysis was performed on the blade at
110 percent of the aerodynamic design point (13,431 rpm) in order to
ensure that flutter will not be a problem during operation of the rig.
The minimum log decrement (a measure of the aerodynamic damping in the
system) for each of the first three vibration modes is shown in Table
3.
TABLE 3
ROTOR BLADE FLUTTER ANALYSIS
Min. Log Excitation Allowable Log
Mode Decrement Order Decrement
Forward Wave	 1 0.01974 2E >0
2 0.01658 2E >0.002
3 0.00979 4E >0
Backward Wave	 1 0.00609 2E 0
2 0.00632 5E ^0.002
3 0.00070 6E >0
Speed = 13,431 rpm (110% of design speed)
Each of these values is above the minimu^., allowable log decrement, and
the design is acceptable.
The stator vane bending flutter and torsional flutter parameters were
calculated for both the inlet and exit stators. The calculated values
fall well within the range of successful experience.
E. ROTOR BLADE AND DISK STEADY STRESS
Blade root stresses were minimized by circumferentially tilting the
airfoil 0.889 mm (0.035 in.) at the tip to counteract the blade
pressure loading. Combined centrifugal, untwist, gas bending, and
counteracting tilt stresses have been calculated at 13,431 rpm.
Predicted airfoil root stresses are shown in Table 4 together uith the
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allowable stresses for AMS 4928 titanium alloy at 366 0K (2000F).
The maximum stress in the airfoil of 226 X 10 6 N/m2 (32,800 psi)
occurs near the trailing edge of the airfoil root and is well below





Blade Root (0.035 Tilt)
Leading Edge	 215 X 10 6
 N/m2	448 X 106 N/m2
(31,200 psi)	 (65,000 psi)
Trailing Edge 226 X 106 N/m2 488 X 10 6
 N/m2
(32,800 psi) (65,000 psi)
Maximum Thickness 225 X 10 6 N/m2 448 X 106 N/m2
(32,600 psi) (65,000 psi)
Blade Attachment
Tension 199 X 106 N/m2 276 X 10 6 N/m2
(28,800 psi.) (40,000 psi)
Bearing 481 X 10 6 N/m2 448 X 10 6 N/m2(69,700 psi) (65,000 psi)
Bending 217 X 10 6 N/m2 276 X 10 6 N/m2
(31,400 psi) (40,000 psi)
Shear 150 X 10 6
 N/m2 2)5 X 106 N/m2
(21,700 psi) (40,000 psi)
Calculated blade attachment P/A, tooth bending, tooth shear and
contact surface bearing stress are also compared in Table 4 to stress
allowables. The limiting stress in the blade attachment is the average
bearing stress of 481 x 10 6
 N/m2 (69,700 psi), which exceeds the
allowable bearing stress by seven percent. The bearing stress limit of
448 x 106
 N/m 2 (65,000 psi) was established to minimize galling on
the contact surface during long term service use and is not a relevent
limit for the intended rig testing. Minor broach refinement would be
required to satisfy the service stress limit.
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A modified Goodman Diagram, Figure 23, indictes that at the maximum
steady state stress level in the blade root of 226 X 10 6 N/m2
(32 800 psi) the maximum allowable vibratory stress is 103 X 106
N/m^ (15,000 psi).
Maximum allowable vibratory stress limits for the stator vanes are
established based upon test experience with similar stator vane and
attachment design. For the entrance and exit stators, a vibratory
stress limit of 69 X 10 6
 N/m2 (10,000 psi) has been established.
F. RIG CRITICAL SPEED
The test rig utilizes existing hardware consisting of the rotor drive
system, bearings, dampers, and primary rotor support structure that
have been utilized in tests of a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft research fan
to a speed of 12,400 rpm in the same stand. No linear vibration
problems were encountered in this running. Inner and outer cases
downstream of the inlet guide vane stator will be new to this rig. An
existing inlet case from an advanced compressor is utilized forward of
the inlet guide vane.
An existing rotor frame critical speed analysis was modified to
reflect the new blade, disk, and cases appropriate to this configura-
tion. Predicted rotor critical speeds and the amount of the total
strain energy present in the rotor system are shown in Table 5. The
first mode rotor critical speed at 8065 rpm is essentially a cantile-
vered rotor and number one bearing support structure mode pivoting














Design Speed	 - 12,210 rpm
Running Range - 6,105 rpm to 13, 431 rpm
Significant relative motion exists at the number one bearing location,
and the viscous damper will be effective in suppressing response in
this mode. The second rotor critical speed of interest is a rotor
pitch mode about the number two bearing. Again the viscous damper in





this mode. The third mode, predicted to occur at fifteen percent above
redline speed, is a fundamental drive shaft and coupling bending mode.
Little case participation is noted and no relative motion is present
at the bearings. This mode is sufficiently beyond the intended operat-
ing speed to be of no concern.
G. PRO:;E ANALYSIS
A frequency analysis of the four sets of probes provided by Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft was made using a simple beam analysis. Each probe was
assumed to be a cantilevered beam with a weight that included the
probe itself as well as the kiel heads and the tubing. The results of
this analysis (Figure 24) show that three of the probe frequencies are
well above the 2E excitation frequency at redline speed (13,341 rpm),
while the remaining probe has a 26 percent 2E margin at redline speed.
The difference between the number of inlet guide vanes and blades
creates a natural 4E excitation for the probe system. As seen in
Figure 24, 4E resonant conditions are tuned to occur low in speed as
well as above redline speed. Blade passing resonances (24E) are also
avoided by tuning the first mode frequencies of each probe.
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Figure 9 Meridianal Velocity Profiles
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Figure 14 Rotor Thickness to Chord Ratio Versus Span
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FLOW FIELD CALCULATION PROCEDURES
The aerodynamic flow field calculation used in this design assumes
axisymmetric flow and uses solutions of continuity, energy, and radial
equilibrium equations. These equations account for streamline curva-
ture and radial gradients of enthalpy and entropy but neglect viscous
terms. Calculations were performed on stations oriented at an angle
with respect to the axial direction.
1 aV2m	 V2m	 V2B	 I
cos ( h -e )	 sin (X-C )	 +	 3p = o
Z	 a m	 RC	 r	 P	 a r
r
Rc = a 
E 
= streamline radius of curvature
C) m
Enthalpy rise across a rotor for a streamline, t)i, is given by the
Euler relationship;
URotor = (U 2VB2 ) - (U1V01)tP
Weight flow is calculated by the continuity equation:







where K is the local blockage factor and y is the length along the
calculation station from the centerline to the point of interest.
Values of K are determined from the continuity equation and experi-
mentally determined values of an endwall blockage parameter, XK
defined as:
_	 W	 where PCm is the mass
XK Tti	 average value in the free





Rotor loss was estimated using a combination of Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft's multiple-circular-arc fan loss correlation and high
pressure compressor rotor experience. The fan system correlates total
loss (profile plus shock loss) as a function of inlet relative Mach
number and span. The endwall effects on a fan are included in the
total loss at spans near the I.D. and O.D. The "core" region part of
the fan system was used to calculate a base level of total loss for
the rotor, corresponding to a 2--D type loss obtained from cascade data
normally used for multi-stage compressor standard airfoil sections.
Endwall losses were then added to this base level. Figure 4 shows the
resulting spanwise total loss.
In the calculation of blade channel critical area ratios (A/A*),
profile loss (total minus shock loss) was applied linearly from the
first covered section to the trailing edge. The shock loss was assumed
to be from a normal shock situated at the first covered section of the
blade passage (Figure 11). The Mach number immediately upstream of the
assumed shock midway between the blades was determined by satisfying
the continuity and conservation of angular momentum equations, start-
ing with the leading edge Mach number and air angle from the stream-
line calculation. This free-stream flow calculation accounted for
streamtube contraction and radius change. The effect of blade blockage
was introduced by adjusting the free--stream area ratio, A/A*, by the
ratio of blade channel width to the width of free--stream (S cos 	 ),
where S is blade spacing. The resulting A/A* established the upstream
shock Mach number. Although the hub streamline had a slightly subsonic
leading edge Mach number, this procedure yielded a supersonic Mach
number at the first covered section channel entrance. All other
streamlines had supersonic leading edge Mach numbers which increased
in magnitude to the first covered section where they were assumed in
calculating a normal shock loss.
STATOR
Stator loss was estimated using a P&WA correlation of total loss
parameter ( cos /2 ) versus diffusion factor for MCA stators made up
primarily of data from References 1, 2, 3, and 5. The correlation has
different values for various span locations which include endwall
losses; however, only the "core" region level (20 % to 80 % span) was
used to define a base value across the entire span. A similar endwall
loss, as was used for the rotor, was added to this base level,
consistent with designs of HPC standard airfoils. The resulting loss





TABLES 6 AND 7

































































VOTOR AIRFOIL AFRODYNAMIC SUMMARY PRINT









































U-2	 V1-1	 V1-2	 VB1- 1 V91-2
M/SEC M/SEC M1SEC M/SEC M/5EC
274.9 320.6 2C8.0 -263.7 -53.7
2B3.0 330.4 211.8 -266.0 -64.3
292.2 338.4 214.E -271.9 -73.5
30B.4 348.2 212.0 -2R4.3 -07.9
324.0 358.0 213.2 -291.0 --106.11
334.3 367.8 215.3 -303.6 -123.2
.54.4 37P.4 22C • 3 -316.6 -140.6
369.2 389.2 226.7 -330.2 -157.6
B84.0 400.3 23 4 .0 -344.2 -174.3
398.9 411.2 241.3 -358.3 -191.0
4I4.3 421.9 247.9 -374.1 -200.1
422.3 427.6 251.6 -302.9 -218.9
















RH0VM-2 EPS:-1 EPSI-2 PO/PD
KG/K2 SEC RADIAN RADIAN TNLFT
	
252.64	 0.0600 0.I257 1.7470
	
258.91	 0.0405 0.1045 1.7766
	
263.49	 0.0181 O.OB61 I.604C
ZSw.26 -0.0106 0.0527 1.8300
252.?6 -G.0491 0.0223 1.8300
	
244.70	 -0.0755 -0.0064 I.B3D0
	
23B.16






223.84	 -0.1361 -0.01,43 ).8286
	
213.25	 -0.1502 -0.1066 1.8226
195.28 -0.1 595 -0.1243 1.8049
	
179.79	 -0.1603 -0.1333 1.71t05
	
153.09	 -0.1541 -0.1361 I.7350
SL	 6-1	 8-2 6 1 -1	 11 • -2	 M-1	 M-2 M1- I	 M+-2	 INCS	 INCH	 DEV	 TURN	 0 FAC OMEGA-$ LOSS-P	 P021 ZEFF-A ZEFF-P
	
UEGREE DEGREI; Ot6PEE DE6KEE
	 DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE DEGREE
	
TOTAL	 TOTAL	 PO1	 TOTAL 70TAL
1	 0.0	 47.8 5b.23 15.fi0 0.5521 0.854b 0.9704 0.5948 -5.14	 1.23 19.20 40.23 0.5593 0.1124 0.0321 1.8530 91.73 92.41
2	 2.4 •.7.5 54.10 17.73 0.5b74 0.0535 1.& 30 0.6064 -2.61 	 3.66 14.37 36.44 0."53 O.Go97 0.G267 1.8450 92.19 92.03
3	 4.4	 47.4 53. 1- 20.C5 0.6257 3.0528 I.C3 1 3 8.6154 -1.56	 4.53 I1.62 33.40 0.5528 0.0085 0.0257 1.8407 92.71 93.30
4	 7.P	 46.7 53.64 24.,3 0.637i, 0.83vb 1.0638 0.bP86 -0.74	 5.06	 9.67 29.18 0.5667 0.073I 0.0?14 I."87 93.64 94.17
5	 9.v	 4v.7 34.vv 29.AC- 0.6441 i,.b115 1.G947 0.6C$2 -0.36 	 5.29	 8.P8 24.79 0.5723 G.0632 0.03z3 1.8458 94.21 94.o8
6	 11.6	 6G.7 55.63 34.b2 0.6486 0.7939 1.1253 0.6125 -0.24 	 4.98	 8.33 20.81 0.5744 0.05 99 0.0160 I.A428 94.25 94.72
'7	 22.7	 52.5 :6.81 $4.54 U.6499 G.7739 1.1s77 0.6246 -0.26 	 4.57	 7.96 17.27 0.5709 0.0607 O.Olbb 1.8415 93.92 94.42
0	 13.6	 52.3 58.03 43.8Y 0.4435 0.75^9 1.1907 0.6408 -0.2I 	 4.34	 7.60 14.14 0-5650 0.0650 0.0172 I.B415 93.17 93.73
9	 1•..2	 53.2 59.28 47.Y8 O.o447 0.73b2 1.2241 0.6509 -0.03	 4.23	 7.05 21.30 0.5586 7.O7y6 0.7188 I.U424 91.9+` 92.61
14	 14.7	 5-.5 64.59 52.12 0.0374 0.7150 1.2564 0.6767 	 0.0b	 3.07	 6.82	 B.47 0.5529 0.01ES 0.0238 I.84.12 90.36 11.15
ll	 1:.0	 ^6.7 62 .4n 56.v2 0.61 t 3 6.b F62 1 .2857 0.6906	 0.33	 3 . 62	 7.87	 5.52 0 .5511 0.1059 0.0225 2.6545 8B.4P L-9.43
12	 15.G	 ->A.5 69.57 hU.34 0.5992 0.o613 1.3007 0.6961 	 0.33	 3.34	 9.5A	 3.23 D.5490 0.1166 C..0227 I.8:-13 87.26 88.31
13	 14.y	 61.8 64.67 65.57 0.57t,,4 0.61 97 1.315 7 0.7075 -0.21	 2.54 13-05 -0.70 0.5434 0.1?06 0,0212 1.63?3 $5.80 A6.95
SL	 V-1	 V-2	 VM-I
	
VM-2	 YN-1 Vy 2	 U-1	 U--2	 Y1-1	 V1-2 VO--1 V8 1 -2	 91iOYM-1	 RHDVM-2 EPSI-1 EPSI-2 PCT TE
FT/SEC FI/SEC F1/SEL FT/SEG FI/StC FT/SEG F1/StC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SEC FT/SFC L8M/FT2SEC LBM/F72SEC DEGREE DEGREE SPAN
1 598.5 Y140.4 598.5 b:;Y.[
	




51.74	 3.094	 7.202 0.0000





3 or,2.v' v76.7 661.0 662.3 	 51.1 717 .8 9^3.3 956.9 1110.3 7G4.8 -892.2 -241.0 	 41-?b	 53.96	 1.04G	 4.932 0.1109
4 6•:4.I 9b3.1 677.8 63:.9	 92.4 72'_.5 1 1112.1 1011.9 1142.6 6v8.2 -919.8 -280.5	 42.21	 53.10	 -1.066	 3.022 G.2143
5 b91.1 93N.2 4d0.9 bG"1.1 118.5 725.3 1075.0 1063.2 1174.7 699.7 -957.3 -347.8 	 42.29	 51.66	 -2.$13	 1.280 Q.3142
6 69:^.7 915.8 661.5 57 4.51 139.7 7L9.2 11 35. 7 1111.3 1206.9 7C6.5 -996.2 -404.2 	 42.25	 50.12	 -4.324 -0.364 0.4119
7 b9o.V 8Y5.4 ,b79.7 556.4 153.7 703.;5 1112.b 3162.7 1243.5 722.7-1038.9 -461.2 	 42.17	 48.78	 -5.b43 -1.927 G.5082
8 645.5 076.5 1 676.0 t,34.6 16.1.5 b44.3 1246.9 1211.5 1277.1 74 3. 8- 10 El 3. 4 -517.2	 41.97	 47.41	 -G.1t04 -3.420 0.6033
9 491.8 b57.7 1,10.6 512.I 109.E bbb.l 1249.1 1260.0 1313.4 767.7-1129.3 -572.0 	 41.68	 45.b5	 -7.790 -4.931 0.6979
IG oc4.o 83o.b• -662.1 4b4.2 I?S.9 bC?.3 1349.5 1303.8 1349.3 791.9-1175.6 -676.6 	 41.18	 43.68	 -0.609 -6.121 0.7930
11 b62.S d:,h.1 b39.9 442.1 171.5 61b.5 1399.0 1359.2 13B4.3 913.3-1227.5 -682.7 	 39.68
	
40.00
	 -9.131. -7.?25 0.0912
12 046.3 71'I.v 62+1.3 4t,7.: Ib7.2 667.6 1423.6 13B5.7 1403.0 875.4-1256.4 -110.I 	 38.60	 36.82	 -9.162 -7.636 O.v420
13 b?5.3 73h.3 6Ca.2 347.0 160.0 64Y.4 1448.b 14150 1422.5 040.6 - 12A7.8 -765.6	 37.21	 31.3D	 -8.82tl -7.745 1.0000
	
HC1/AI	 I4Ci/A1	 10/TO	 PO/NO fFF-AO	 EFF-P	 702/TO1 P02/POI EFF-AD	 EFF-P
LI1M/:,E{. ttL/SiL	 INLET	 1RLF7	 INLET	 INLET	 PD7DR	 ROTOR
	
SVFT	 SUM	 %	 %	 Y	 E
	40.19
	 19b.11	 1.2075 1.8157	 89.50	 9D.34	 1.2075 1.8447	 412.09	 92.73
TABLE 6A
ROTOR AIRFOIL AERODYNAMIC SUMMARY PRINT
SL V-1 V-2	 VN-I VM-2 V6-4 0-2 U-1 U-2	 V--1 V+ -2 Vb^1 V6--2 RNOVM-1 RHOVA-2	 EPSI-1 	 EPSI-2 FO/P6

















SL 0-1 h—z	 M #-1 0--2 M-1 K-2 M •-1	 M--2	 INCS IE" DEV TM14 D FAC	 CMESA-0	 LOSS—P	 P02 /	EE FF—A ZEFF—P
















SL r— L v-2	 vM-1 YM-2 va— I WO-2 U-1 U-2	 V--1 V--2 VD r— L v9--2 ANOVIf-1 RROVP-2	 EPSI . 1	 EPSI-2 PCT TE











13 nCt/A.	 MEIAI 10/10 PC/Pa EFF-AD EFF-P 102/TDI P02/P0I	 EFF—AD	 EFF—P'
LnM/SFC
	
,t4/SEC INLET MET INLET IHLE7 R1RDA	 RU70R
Sf.w.0 bUh 1	 SL'x : Z S	 Z






















































SL	 V-1	 v-2	 V14-1
M/SEC M/SEC
	 M/SEC
1	 306.4	 1be.5	 219.7








6	 29e_5	 217.8	 2_7.4




9	 2112.9	 [ IZ.B
	
1nI.4
20	 276.7	 2U8.7	 I74.7




13	 ZwH.5	 175.b	 142.3
SL	 8-'.	 B-2	 M-1
OEGRI E DEbAFE
1	 A+.j	 9.9 0.8796
2	 43.6	 9.1 O.F865
3	 43.4	 b.9 O.u924
4	 4-.4
	 1U.6 t . .,4 9B
5	 45.1	 1i.0 0.905
6	 46.1.	 15.0 O.A^bd
7	 4b.7	 16.7 0.8307
B	 47.5	 18.1 0.8223
Y	 4A.5	 14.3 0.0040
1 049.0	 20.4 0.1828




13	 55.1	 tb.3 0.6924
SL	 V-1	 V-2	 VM-I
FT/SAC FT/ntC 14/SEC
1 I"!)_3	 b1+1.4	 720.7
2 1611.G	 657.4	 7;U.9




5	 9b6.3	 715.6	 7U2.7
6	 '+79.n	 7.4.b	 66U.i







10	 907.7	 4b4.8	 5c6.2
I1	 860.o	 5.5.6
12	 BC6.3	 630.3	 514.7






STATOR AIRFOIL AERL3IIYNAHIC SUMMARY PRIP17
RUN NO 0 SPEED CODE 0 POINT NO 0
VG-1
	
VB-2	 RMUVM- 1	 HHOVM-2	 PO/PO	 TO/TO	 ZEFF-A	 EEFF-P	 EPS1-1 EPSI-2








	 1.6976 1.2073	 76.49	 80.21	 0.1257 0.1429
2 1-3.2
	 32.5	 284.59	 310.37	 1.7369 1.2053	 83.10	 84.42	 0.1152 0.1269
216.3	 40.2	 2V3.90	 325.12	 1.7820 1.2041t	 437.57	 88.53	 0.0932 0.0082
215.3	 49.2	 27-1.77	 325.27	 1.7947 1.244I	 69.51
	
90.34	 0.0687 0.0715
214. -1	 56.5	 274.50	 323.R9	 1.6031 1.2^24	 90.60
	
91.34	 0.6436 0.0459
213.E	 62.2	 264.39	 320.57	 1.E073 1.2028	 9C.78	 91.52	 0.0103 0.0209
211.6	 b6.P	 263.63	 316.63	 1.Lt072 3.7044	 90.06	 90.85	 -0.0070 -0.0039
2'.1.9	 70.2	 296.54	 310.72	 1.NO27 1.2074	 R8.39	 BQ.30	 -0.032) -4.0290
211.2	 72.1.	 246.62
	 301.R2	 1.7905 1.2112	 b5.71
	
86.83	 -0.0571 -0.0549
210.7	 75.9	 230.53	 204.64	 1.7637 1.21R0	 BO.69	 82.16	 -0.Ob77 -0.0830
258.6	 76.0	 217.54	 267.15
	







1.6@26 1.2200	 72.81	 74.71	 -0.1095 -0.1162
INCS	 INCH	 DEV	 TURN	 D-FAC OMEGA-15 LOSS-P	 P02/	 PO/PO	 lO/10 %EFF-A 7EFF-P
L4 t,HEE UEGREE OEGNEE DEGREE
	 TOTAL	 7CTAL	 P01	 STAGE	 STAGE TOT-STG TOT-STG
-6.48	 -6.65	 20.52	 34.19 0.5058 0.1395 G.G482 C.9448 1.7507 1.2100 	 02.b0	 83.91
-6.29
	
3.50	 16.75	 34.47 0.5548 0.2115 0.03 06 0.9554 1.7628 1.2073	 84.76	 85.92
-.,.92










-3.22	 0.97	 12.89	 32.07 0.4 •.64 C.0443 0.0392 0.9F07 1.8102 1.2031	 90.95	 91.67
-3.tl3	 0.82	 12.70	 3D.92 0.4H71 0.0346 0.0154 0.91183 1.0157 1.2024
	 91.76	 92.42
-5.[b
	 -0.1y	 11.83	 30.07 C1 .4N05 0.0336 0.0138 0.9876 I.BIU7 I.2028
	 91.83	 92.40
-7.23	 -1.76	 ll.48	 29.47 0.4769 0.0346 0.0146 0.9876 1.8186 1.2044 	 Q1.10	 91.81
- 9.61
	
-3.79	 11.17	 29.24 G.4771 0.04C9 0.0176 0.99.0 1.8163 7.2073 	 89.61
	
90.44
-12.3 N	-b.25	 11.78	 29.43 U.4435 Ct.G529 0.0233 0.9824 1.8106 1.2132 	 87.51	 88.50
-16.62 -IG.26
	
15.13	 29.51 0.4Q81 0.6726 O.G326 D.9772 I.8122 1.21R0 	 04.FB	 86.06
-1d.36 -11.89	 17.1;5









RHOVM-2	 PCT TE 70/T7	 SEFF-A	 Yf FF-P	 EPSI-1 $PSI-2
FT/S!C FI/SEC L8M/FTZSEC LSM/FT2SEC
	
SPAN	 INLF7	 TOT-INLET TUT-INLCT DEGREE DEGREE
700.1t	 -;Lb.0	 D..S2	 55.74	 6.L000 1.2100	 73.24	 75.0y	 7.637	 9.237





63.57	 0.1207 1.[O5d	 63.1R	 84.42	 b.603	 7.773
7^9.7	 131.9	 5C.14	 66.59	 0. 22 B7 1.ZO48	 U7.57	 88.53	 5.339	 5.626





	 66.32	 0.4294 2.2U'24	 90.60	 91.34	 2.501	 2.030
7U0.9	 204.0
	 55.17	 w.74	 0.5257 1.";, f,	 9C.78	 91.52	 1.046	 1.196
697.7	 219.0
	
5.3.99	 64.b5	 0.6201 1.2044	 90.116	 90.R5
	 -0.402 -0.226
695.2	 1'i0.4	 52.54	 63.64	 0.7132 1.2074	 80.39	 69.30	 -1.0" -1-bb1








SO.69	 82.16	 -4.736 -4.758
684.3
	
255.9	 44.55	 54.71	 0.b484 t.2204	 '17.23	 78.51	 -5.488 -5.643




EFF-AD	 EFF-P	 TO/TC P02/P01 PO/P0 FFF-AO EFF-P
INLET	 INLET	 TNL1T	 INLET	 STAGE	 STAGE	 STAGE STAGE
x	 z	 x	 X
	1.2075 .7762	 85.92	 87.00	 1.2075 0.9782 I.8045 	 @0.50	 89.40
%%
TABLE 7A
STAToR	 AIRFOIL AERODYNAMIC SUMMARY PRINT
SL Y-1 M-^ YM-I w►-2 Y9-I	 VO-2	 RHOVM-1	 PROVM-2 PO/PO Tq/TO XEFF-A %EFF-P
	 EPSI-I	 EPSI-2












SL 31 -1 R-7 M-1 H-2 IHCS	 INCH	 DEV	 TURN	 O-f-AC	 DMcGA-H	 LOSS-P	 P02/ PO/PO	 70/TD	 2EFF-A	 SEFF-F
• O.R_E nELaeF DEGRFE
	















SL r-T v-2 VM-1 YM 1 Y6-1	 V&-;	 RHOVH-1	 RHDVH-2 PCT TE TO/To %EFF-A XEFF -P	 EPSI-1	 EPSI-2





S Vl V4 V. V., VO2	 V6 4
	P,V.,	 y4V..4 7. SrAk4 T4 /r-
7^







13 NCMR bzuR 1 HCORII TD/7O	 PD/PO	 EFF-AD	 EFF-P TO/TO P02/POI	 PO/PO	 El-F-AO	 EFF-P1N,77 Pn E7 INLET ]"LET	 INLET	 INLET	 INLET STAGE STAGE
	
STAGE	 STAGE
5.. wie[ w04	 LSM /SEC	 P.I./SEC S	 . L	 .













AIRFOIL GEOMETRY ON CONICAL SURFACES
TABLES U AND 9
LOCUS OF TRAILING EDGE
LOCUS OF POINTS WITH
RADIUS r, POLAR RADIUS R	 "2^
AND AXIAL LOCATION Z
CAMBER EQUATIONS
LOCUS OF LEADING EDGES
	
¢ = o' 













Rotor E1ade Ceamecry on Contcai S.rfse.e
Dlaaecer Oisxtor 15 is an C C LER TER +1
^ 2 ► V.A. OP pi ► E F e/c Loeatlw+ a/e V
LC lE LE I^chts in^hea inches Inchaa degrees degree. de8reea degrees dagreee degrees degrees sax t/c as. (7. Q
1och.s Inch..
16.24 1d. 43 0 3.676 1.530 .0114 .01092 54.006 -4.200 13,06 56.87 MAD 6.153 1.332 .0850 55.0 .544 1.6934
17.01 17.47 7.0 3.728 1.601 .0106 .01025 50.476 -3.100 12.76 46.27 11.45 4,096 .909 .0831 55.7 ,551 1.6519
17,71 17.98 13.4 7.775 1.677 .0099 .00961 48.90D 8.345 12.37 LO.D1 10.61 2.433 .546 - ,0813 5613 .552 I.6157
10.99 18.97 25.2 3.861 1.020 .0091 .00903 48.559 14.599 11.72 34,02 9.00 -.263 -,061 .0781 57.5 .565 1.5538
20.19 19.92 36.0 3.941 1.988 .0090 .00900 49.291 20.725 11.40 29.16 7.73 -2.436 -.595 .0750 58.6 .581 1.5012
21.11 20186 46.3 4.016 2.143 .0090 50.635 26.111 10.57 25.41 6.53 -4.252 -1.082 .0689 59,6 .pq I.6551
22,37 21.79 56.0 4.087 2.202 .0090 52.218 31.400 9.73 22.34 5.44 -5.768 -1.520 .0631 60.6 .615 1,6162
2).39 27.71 65.3 4.156 2.445 10090 53.667 36,225 9.13 19,35 4.37 -7.102
-1.912 .0573 6115 .637 1.3'76
2'..37 25,62 74.2 4.221 2.606 .0090 " 55.023 40,784 8153 16.49 3.22 -6.215 -2.251 D517 62,4 .662 1.3443
25.!l 2+154 82.9 4.285 2.70D .0090 " 56.687 45.2110 7.63 14.01 2,12 -9.063 -2.52& ,04.63 63.3 .690 1.3135
1+.15
.2h'J
91.4 4.34q 2.94.7 .0090 58.797 40.989 6.57 12.50 7,34 -9.536 -2.6°81 ,04081 64.1 .716 1.7h..4
b.T2 95.7 4.379 3.020 .0090 " 60,200 50.726 6.03 12.15 .96 -9.419
-2.676 .0190 64.6 .778 1.!697
27,13 Zs 1CC.0 4.414. 3.110 .0090 " 62,332 52.521 5.46 12.32 .67 -8,736
-2.509 ,0350 65,00 ,743 112543




H.A. p0 (4 Z E
LE *1. meter* re trs as [ete netere rad radlana rsdiane rs6fans radlene radl.na
F!. e.-7" lvo era
.4125 .4100 0 .0934 .0389 .00029 .00028 .9625 -.0733 .2279 .9926 .Z461 .1074 .0232
,41Z3 .,677 7.0 .0947 .11408 ,00027 .00026 .9810 -.0576 .2227 .8076 11998 .0715 .0159
.44"8 .667 13.4 .0959 .0426 .00025 .00026 .0535 .1456 .2159 16983 .1852 ,0425 •0095
.4.+23 .	 919 25.2 .0901 .0462 ,ODD23 .00023 .0475 .2548 ZC46 .5938 .1571 -.0046
-.00IL
.5128 - '160 36.0 .1001 .0505 .00027 .00023 .8603 .3618 ,1990 .5089 .13=9 -.0625
-.0106
.5413 . 81 1 9 45.3 .1020 ,0544 .00023 .0017 14592 .1845 .4435 .1140 -,0742 -,0189
g"2 56.0 11030 10580 " " .9114 .5480 .1698 .3899 .0949 -.1010 -.0265
-59.-1 .51-,8 65.3 .1056 .062t " .9367 .6322 .1593 .3377 .0763 -.1240 -,0334
.^•i'^0 .59" 74.2 ,1072 .0662 " " .9601 .7118 .1489 .1878 .0562 -.1438 -.0393
.^4 1 9 .6233 82,9 .1088 .0706 .9894 .7889 .1332 .2441 .0370 -.1582
-.OGL!
.h4;,8 .6474 91.4 ,1104 .0748 " " 1.0262 .8550 .1147 .1182 .0234 -.1664 -.0469
.L7P7 .6604 95.7 .1112 .0767 " 1.0507 18853 .1052 .2121 .0171 -,1644 -.0467




Stator Vane Cometry an Cortical Strfaces
DI-weter blaaeter % Span C C LM TLR IB S • N.A. OE 0f^ E L t/e Locattat a/c
Td LE lnthtd lncKed inches inches deateea deorae n degrees degrees degraea degrete degrees °' t/t sax g1 C)
- Itched Inc4e3
17.53 28.35 D 2.68 1.255 .003 .008 50.7
-10.56 4.97 60.23 20.90 9.69 1.13 .050 6D.0 .538
18.01 18.79 3.8 I.238 47.15 - 1.61 5.69 53.70 17.76 9.32 1.06 .051 59.4 .54S
I8.47 19.20 11.4 1.262 45.30 - 5.25 6.33 49.55 15.83 B.77 .99 .032 58.9 .549
19. 34 I9.95 21.9 1.272 43.60 - 2.12 7.49 44.96 MOO 7.36 .94 .054 57.8 .559
20.28 20.63 32.I 1.282 44.08 It 8.52 43.31 12.36 5.76 .66 .056 56.8 .562
21.00 21.33 42.0 1.291 45.06 2.28 9.46 42.29 12.08 4.10 .47 .058 53.8 .559
21.80 21.99 51.7 1.299 46.BD 4.77 10.37 41.74 14.00 2.41 .28 .060 54.8 .552
22-59 22.54 6L 2 1. 307 49 . 16 6.53 11.19 42.55 16.03 .69 .08 .062 53.9 .340
13.37 23.29 70.7 1.3I5 52.14 O.OB 11.94 44.19 28.29 -1.07 -_13 .064 52.9 .5282L.16 23.93 90.2 1.322 55.85 8.65 12.64 47.56 20.60 -2.9D -.36 .066 52.0 .52224.96 24.59 89.9 1.331 61.75 L IS 13.20 55.39 24.5D -4.87 -.61 .068 51.0 .518
25.39 24,91. 95.0 1.333 65.05 6.10 13.45 59.70 26.61 -5.90 -.75 .069 50.5 .516












TER i• /3 •
rd^lans




pctera raaiana radians radiate radiate radians
.c453 .4661 0 .0681 .D319 .00D20 .00020 .9849


























.5176 .$245 32.1 .0326
.7693 .0019 .1487 .7539 .2157 .1005 .0115
.5334 .5418 42.0 .0328

















































































- .6553 .6431 ^100.0 .0340 1.1947 .0820 .2388 1.I258 .5054 -.1101 -.0140
V
APPENDIX E
AIRFOIL MANUFACTURING COORDINATES FO R
SECTIONS NORMAL TO STACKING LINE
TABLES 10 AND 11
AIRFOIL SECTION ON PLANE




















G.UG30 (s .( !:00 O.CG19
0.0-)00 b.Uv14 0.0035
1).'i0S3 co C1022 0.905^
C.USIY C.(C30 O•CO64
G.L14 Q L.L03,4 G.Uv7P
u.v!7Y C..NU45 (•.t091
u. L-209 0.L ,152 0.:103
G.6239 G.t.S IJ
 C.(•114







0.v47o 9 . 0LV!, 0.017q
G. L! W. 0.uC9b G.L,] 75






74G C.G(,70 0.i 131
...'J776 G.G.61 0.C117
O.OW"t, 3.1 , tZ C.&101
G.Ud3G C.GG4I G.0:.63




KAUIUS IMLTEkS) w 0.2103












































3 7 0.C545 0.136G
a.-35Z -0.0059 0.0240
3.6443 -0.0109 0.0146










RL6	 (T"]Ctl[s) c 0.0114)
P..Ti	 I INCHES I - 0.0116














C C, (o 311	 0 :!Z8G
(..044N O.L.i43 O.L646
0.3474 0.:'.: : 47 C..0105
0.C3L5 0.G051 0.0)1.7
G.L335 O.vr,55 0.C•1[O
(.. L.JOS (,.L!,aS G.0127
t,.G296 O.O(.61 0.0i34
u.L y 26 0.UC64 G.UI3Q
0.]4a7 O.C•066 o.5143
0 r7 0.0:68 0.0146
G.ua1L U.4u66 0.0147
G. U, 48 C.G069 0.%,147
0.Ct, 7 1  C.C('a$ O.C145




U.v?31 u.ut . 54 C•.G110
C.07r1 u.0041 0.G1C7







RADIUS (M r.TkRS) - 0.21Sr
CH(:40 IHt74kS) a 0.0944
ZLSL	 IMtTEks) = 0.0497
YLSL
	 (Y,k(LRSI = 0.UO84
4LE	 ImO cks) -O.U.0261
KIE IHtTLkSI =0.000277


















1.43117 O.22 4 3 G.5017
I.55kn C.2418 0.52ob
I.b785 0.2524 C.4471
1. i'9b4 0.26G7 G.' 27
1.Y183 C.2664 0.;73Z;
2.03,Z 0 VY5 0.57LI
2.:5++1 0. =6{i9 0. 5774











3. .`968 0.L341 01106[
3.70, 73 -C.GC60 C.R194
3.7167 -0.0094 O.C120
RADIUS (INCHES) - 8.61a^
CHUR(1	 (INCHES) - 3.7167
ICSL
	 (INCHES) - 1.11577
YCSL	 I INCHE: I = 0.3289
HLc
	 OhChES) = 0.0103
R7[ (INCHES) = O.f1109










Co. CC-31 0.V03 0.0[•15
0.000! 0.1:,0 9
 O.LC27
s.i UYf. r, . 14 C' ,n039
G.412Y 0.(1.19' 0.UC5.1




0.04 7rs U.C! • 39 0."097
C• .bs{'4 Q.L. 42 0.0102
U.U34V O.LL45 C.GIG8
0.C37. C.0047 C.C•1.4
C.C• 1, l4 0.(.(49 0.011(
U.v4as O.L.51 C.G124
. Lab •, C.012b
0.^,4Y5 O.CL•53 C.vl3U
U.L'•2b G.0O53 0.0131
G. W:7 U.1.(j p3 (1.(131
L. G)c8 C.CG 51,0.0I!.9
0 Uo l4 0.ct'51 0.c 127
G.0
 S3 0.0049 0.")123
0.(.881 0.GU40 0.4117
(.G71[ G-CQ43 ('.UlII
G. J743 0..;40 O.OIG3
0.0774 O.uG^b
?.OdG4 G.l r•J 31 0.GL83
C G.C125 O,eC70
0.Veoo O.LOl y 0.0096
0.Dav7 O.C414 G,Ci,4U
0.0920. 044'06 G.CL23
G.iu457 -0.LG02 (,.t GO,.
O.Ub79 -G.G1::'c U.UUG3
RADIUS (ALTERS) a 0.2266
CH040 I11t7tK5) a 0.(:959
LLSL	 (ML•TLRS) = O.OSGb





















1.4618 4. 18 50 0.•.502'
1.5b36 0.1935 (1.4713
1.7C55 0.2006 0.4896


















RAUJUS (INCHES) a 8.9212





	 (7NCHE$) = C.2e24
hLL
	 (INCHES) = 0.0097
KTE (INChES) D.0099






O.UC1§2 0,01;62 0 .00 13
O.U363 O.UU0b 0.(,024
ea. '-jOYS 17.0"10 ( .J034
0.0177 LL14 G.0043
0.613L/ G.L017 U.LU.^Z
G.ul l,u G.CU20 G.OG60
6.6222 0.6023 B.C1.68
G.U[54 0.0025 O.Ufr75
0.04d •. 0.'r:'28 0.'r WZ

















L.O y .6 !)	 17 G.0>bI
L.()1387 D 1 0.004U




RAUIUS (MITERS) z 0.2411
Ct%CKD (MtTkKS) - 0.01x82
ICSL	 (MtTkRS) n 0.0520






















1.+971 0. 13 21 0.31474




















HADIUS [INCHES) - 9.4916
CH()RD	 (INCHES? z 3.8676
ICSL	 (INCHES) z 2.0472




R7k (INCHES? z 0.0093























0.0t91 J.a: 17 U.'t •70
C.0324 G.0319 U.C.075






















KAUIUS 7M1:TEI(S) . 0.2547







































3.o • -14 0.0171 0.1276










VOL	 (INCHES) - 0.11!66
RLE	 II NCHE51 = 0.0093
87t (111CHES) = 0.0093
X-AREA (SQ. IN.) = 0.7778


















UnLF bO O.fai14 G.L•U83
U.Lwvb C.LO14 O.t.UH4
G.06/o C % .L'C:14 O.C;+84










L.If 19 -0XG0Z tl.(i•03
0.1^-12 -O.U,;02 0.1.001
RADIUS (ME7EHS) n 0.2673

















































ZLSL	 IINCHESI - 2.1285
YCSL	 (INCHE-Ss = 0.:4?7
NLE	 II NCMES) a 0.0093
Rik (INCHES) = 0.000I





















O. J^ s.. O. u,i 36
L.vb'7u G.L0G6









.. :K 7,e G.u;'C3
u.4Y 5 '.COC2
0.uti3v 6.UL01




































4ADIJb IMCTLRS) = 0.2804
UHLAO lMtTtk5) - 0.1039
LCSL
	





































1- 21 " 0.0161 6.2100
1.4j19 0.0174 0.2229
















3.UV57 0. x,049 0.1245
3.6277 C COB O.Od93
3.9397 -ti..00a7 0.0506
4.L827 -C.G4,73 0.0114
4.U Q 17 -0.0076 0.0085
RADIUS (INCHES) -11.0406
CHL'40
	 (INCHE5) = 4.09!7
2CSL	 {INLHESI - 2.1636
YCSL	 (INCHES/ = 0.1163
Nlt:	 IT VC HE S) = 0.00O2
RTE (INCHES) - 0.0091




0.00', " -0.(•002 0.Oc-:0
O.u76U -O.LOOL 0.4,013
U.410[ -0.^ti002 0.0018
'J. J1 {b -(. .,..,J2 0.C.1.3
U.017i -G.vUU1 L.LU27
L. U[ W -t .t;uue O.t.031





t:.0 4 0o -G.vUU2 C-, Ccw+
G.C 444 - 0.:.02 O.fiS!
V. .47b -4.CL02 0.JL7s
U.v+12 -G.a.Oe 4. 'S5
5G.J4U -O.t:,01 J.0O57
L.'J it, v -C.U . -OI U.L038





L.G7$h t.cG00 G.( C,53
V,CUIv 0.00~.0 C,.LG:G
0.Cb-,A -O.CLCO 0.Vf 45
C..i.87 -O.L000 O.uU40
G.,vet - .:a pl O.f.034
i'. o455 -co ."31 O.C527
L.UVYU -0.LU01 O.UU20
C.1(:.: - -u.uGG2 G.Ovl:
L.IGyn -[..0002 0.( Cc,3
U.IUyB -0.a0Cz 0.U002
RAUIJS IMETIRS)	 6.2927
CHO'AD 1µ:7:R51 = 0.1078
ZCSL	 (HCTtkS)	 U.Ci57
YCSL.	 04iTtR51 = (-.UGZ3
RLE	 IR=TLLSI -O.OGOc20
KTt.	 IHETOtS) =O.C'.0234












1..091 -' OC83 0.1624
1.3435 -0.0003 0.1739
1.4778 -G.Ove3 O.Id43
1.6122 -C. 1C•82 U.lv?R
1.7465 -0.0079 C.ZIZ3
l.b$C 0 -0.0074 0.1[99











3.4 031 -C.0016 0.1577
3.6274 -0.0028 -0.133Y










YCSL	 IIf.CHES) - O.OGQO
ALE
	 (INCHES) = G.OG90
Flt IlNCHES) = O.U1.92

























G.0>Id -.1 10 O.J .43
C.ib.s -0.0009 O.CO44
O.CSi• b -G.LG09 O.L(145
U.06t2 -U.C6O y G.L046
El . (J"7 -G.,]i • 08 O.CU47
L."b ul -0.(U0I 0.0047
0.3 740 -'3.u:.07 V.0647
O.0,7z' -G.OjOb 0.0046
GaG7Y5 -G.LCL6 G.L044
O.:.U^. -C,ZOGS Q. .1
C.C844 -l• .i:-P5 0• ^C' •7
G.ut+'+V -O.0004 0.Gu33





R:.OIUS (METEkSI a 0.3046
CHLKO (fitTERS? - 0.1071
LCSL	 ImbTERS) y O.C562
YCSL	 ImEIEKS)	 6.005











































	 (INCHES) = 4.2185
ZCSL




RLE	 IINChES) a 0.0093
R7E IINCHESI = 0.0090









0.0145 -d f,007 C. Of, I4




1,.)31*^ -i .1022 O.C.025
O.tl i50 -0.CU13 C.C-027
U.03r5 -L.LG13 O.uU29
G.u42U -0.LO14 G.UO30








0.073i - U.C• -11 0. 1:•38
0.07+> -0.0010 O.a036
C'. •idCS -G.iu09 0.0037




0.0,160 -0.(•C'L5 0.OU20 .
G.IC17 -C,LU0- G.U015
G.IU50 -11.C:C7 O.G009
C .load -G.C:GCY O.G003
C:.lub5 -O.0	 G.0Cu2
RADIUS (METERS) c 0.3164
Cr(11, 0 ( flO t RS ) = .6.1045






















































RLt	 IiNCYES) - O.CL93
RIE (INCHES) - 0.0039





















0.1 355 -q.U_15 D.l121
0.0-341 -0.0:15 G.';022
G. U42'6 - L .0 t, 16 0., 023
6. V4 6Z -O.U,-16 0.LC24
C'.t+ x17 -0.LG17 0.Vd25








0.04o -0.C1 1 13 0.6031
Z.,. ,IU2 -%; 5'12	 0.'•:"31





('.5795 -i CJ05 G.OUlb
u.1L 3,i -0.0 i(-4 0.11014
0.I,,66 -C.UL,U3 O.CG08
0 'rIC49 -( • .0002 0.11003
(J.11ul -C .0062 Cr.GG02
RADIUS ( METERS) - 0.3283
CHURO (M(TLkSI 4 0.1101














































CHORD	 (INCHES) - 4.3360
ZCSL
	
I INCHES I = 2.2(46
YLSL	 I INCHES I - O.G223
RLE	 (INCHES] = 0.00914
RIE IINChES) - 0.0088
X-AREA ISq. IN.) - 0.:385
GAMMA-CHUHOI CIE U . I- 5b. 59
Hk Tr- RS
	ZC 	 Yp	 YS
0.0 -0.0002 0.0002
G.GV02 -0.0002 0.0002
0.V 036 -V.U064 0.uUG5





04 -4 -0"U!2 t1.LG15
C. C•1tl0 -0.CC13 -3.0016
L."zZ -0.01114 C.GO17
0.0350 -3.b S I5 0.04 Id
...0393 -0.4716 Q.G41Y
0, CJ+eb -0.001 1 0.6u20
0.0467 -u.6UI7 C.UO2U
C.V7L'1 -0. c 0It& 0.(,C11
0.u53b -U.tila 0.0.022
0. 13572 -O.G^10 0.0{23








V.0+194 -0.6008 u. L026
C.Lti_G -U..(-LC•7 0.P0 24




0.1I0o -U .0002 G.uG03
0.I1Gb -G.6uG2 0.(f(jG2
a
RADIUS IMETERS) m 0.33145
CHLIKG (MnTEkS) - 0.1108

























































YCSL	 II11CHE51 c 6.0153
	
kLk	 (INCHES) - 0.L095
RlE IINCHES) - C.G088
X-AREA ISQ. IN. I . 0.5104















U.LZut• -C.C. , II 0.1,..17
U. L.44 - G.LGI Z O.L.: IH
6-.1 3C- -0. ,3)13 O.-IGib
O.Jj90 -C.0313 C.C919
1..v,31 -C•.1 v14 G.BUXG
G•G4Lti -v.ui,;4 v.vOXI
G.! 54ti -C..CL I ` C.Of Z1
40 -0.^, U15 0.L+"1{
O.;376 -0.'t,^l, 0.1,.23
0.UGIZ -0 tL 14 O.JC24
C,(StiA -IL, .L,v 14 O.L024
0,Cb ll4 -[r,L,413 C,c•i.2D
C.(r.'4 -0.WIZ 0.t'62o
0.u750 -O.Lvll O.UuZ7




U• t, •,36 -0.0004 G.LG^6
J.- o 71 -O.C:,J3 Q.CG1.3
G. L:,ad -_ .G:.G3 C.l alY




HADIUb IMLTERSI - 0.3411
L40KD fmETIhS) - 0.1116





Hle l++eTLf!^1 -0 ouc:to























x,64 39 -C.o515 O.PV43
7.8357 -0.0470 0.IO20






3.t.ZE2 -0 ^.137 0.0401









ZLSL	 ITNCHES) - 2.3320
YCSL . (1NCHESI = v.0Z2I
Hte:	 I1'4CNESI - O.GC96
RTt (INCHES) n 0.0100
X-ARkA (SO. IN.) - C.4b27
64MMA-CRORDI M.G. )- 6X,60
56
TABLE 11





G. • t+ 4 !	 C• .[ 61+1
	 C.C(23
G.:.:•{... 0.C:. 22 O.Co33
C.;us9 0.444[
P.J)u7 0.; r3a 0.1,)51
C.C• i<° L! -"'4L 0.0O5Y




C•.Ot 113	 O.L. 57	 0.0C•80
i,.;,. •,7 (e. L,nv	 .3097




^..))n5	 O.C , •7d
	
0.11111
L'. . • sLb	 0•0.17	 6.0.111
O.t(,)u 0.31110





t..0 Sn L.L t,^i 0.i 073










Lhu"•u (MET1.F > S1	 n O.dnbS
1C^L	 IM^,TE4S1	 ..0 1.}9
YCSL	 (nt)EKS)
	 G.uU74



















1.L136 0.[ 721 r.3e06





1.436n 0.31.57 G. 4371
I.5kC4 0.3044 0.4373
1.>049 0.30G3 0.4335
..c6 y 4 0.2433 0.4256
1.773Y 0.2434 0.4Lz;7





Z. 114 0'7 0.1550 4.2450
2.., bo1 0.121 4 0.1"77
2.4446
 0.Oo29 0.1433
7.5 41 0.4398 0,0VI6












RLt	 (I!)CHESI += CA0U0
LIE IINCH:5) - u.OGRO










i1. v1[9 O.OL37 O.CClS
q , •)151 0. •j .42 0.'r 162








C. "job U.GC67 0.G1G3






0.(,4 1/6 G.1,W, 7 0.60Uy
O.t.•5IT O.L 1 53 O.L063
0.353',	 0.C' 7 48 0.(-`76
G.USLU O.Gu42 0.4067
0. L56t 0.LU35 G.LUS'
0.0633 ¢.1`;17 O.r047
L.Cots U.(019 6--,034








[M! I t.i5 ► 	 : 0.0359
	
YCSL	 WETE4S) a 0.0x68















0.5090 0.14 4 3 f, .2
0.5939 0.16 ,#3 0.1440
U. 6707 6.1828 C.2697
6.7635 0.1997 0.2935
C.U444 0.2150 0.3152
0.9332 0.2286 0 '+351
1.0101 0.2409 0.:531



















RADIUS IINCHI•51 n 9.2041







RLE	 (INCHESI n 0.0--61
RTE	 (INCHES) - 0.0(180








































HADIUS (METERS) - 0.2393
CHuRG IHLIERSI a 0.6072














































ZLSL	 IJNCHkS) . 1.4196






























0.047V 0. 13 )19 p . } 184





6. it, 1 ,) 	 0.n,'-21	 0.0(,4o
0.6032 0.0:14 0.G029
U.065ti 0." 07 D.0016
G.Uo7> -d.(GU2 0.044j2
RADIUS IME7ERS) - 6.2495
















































RADIUS IINCHEsI Q 9.0239
	
LHIIRU










HLE	 (INCHES) - 0.60b0
HIE (INCHES) a 0.0001








0.0 1J22 0.0003 O.OD11
6.G044 O.GJOB 0.0319
0.0066 O.LO13 0.0027
U.Uiful u . (^oIa G.G035
0.0109 0.0022 0.0042
0.01J1 0.0026 0.0048























G.Z67d r 4,01 0.00D2
RAULUS IMEETLKS) - 0.2593
CHUKO (ML7f:KS) - 0.0678












































CHUKO	 (INCHES) - 2.6695




RLE	 IINCHES) a 0.0081
RTE IINLHES) - 0.0080
X-AKEA (50. IN.) - 0.2022


































0.4636 0. 10GI2 0.43027
O.LbpO b.f-Oob C.LOIS
0.0080 -0.0(r02 0.0402
RADIUS (METERS) - 0.2606
CHURD (METERS) . O.U6UD














































ZCSL	 CINCHES) - 1.4570
YCSL	 IINCHESI - 0.2035
HLE	 (INCHES) - 0.0081
10E (INCHES) - 0.0080









































RADIUS IMkTEASI - 0.2781














































LhURD	 (INCHESI - 2.6790
Z(.SL	 (INCHES) = 1.4721
eCSL	 (INCHES)	 0.1805
RLt	 (INCHES) - 0.0081
RTE CINCHES) - 0.0080

























0.0439 0.5 t41 O.b:lb2
O.i.461 0.0040 0.OG7y
O.Lr63 0.0038 O.OU76









KADIUS IMLTktS1 - 0.2072
CHURU IMFTFRSI - 0.0681
ZCSL	 IMETtR51 - O.U378
LLSL	 OtAEMSI a 0.0045
RLE	 (MC70:0 =O.000Z07









































CHORD	 (INCHES) - 2.6810
	






RLE	 (INCHES) - O.00B2
HIE (INCHES) . 0.0080
















(.1+170 O.C . 032	 .0066
O.U197 0.LC85 0.0070





0. 1,324 0.LU44 0.0007
].-:351 0.0044 0.0J88
O.u;n, 6.:04 ,. 0.6[x08
L.034:o 0.6444 0.OUb7














RADIUS IMETCRS) - 0.2963
CHORO JmLTERS) - 0.0b00











































CHORD	 (INCHES) - 2.6701
XCSL	 (INCHES) - 1.5159




KIE (INCHES) - 0.0080
X-AREA ISO. IN.) - G.325r
GAMMA-CHURDCDEG.1- 31.72
HEMS.

















0.0320 0.004 f 0.(,092











4. 03,46 C•.uL22 0.0047
t.04.1[ O.L017 0.01137
O.,)6a4 0.0011 0.0027
0.06 56 4.0005 0.0115
O.ir678 -6.0002 0.Ga02
RADIUS IHLTEk]1 s 0.305'3
Ct+OKU JmET^KSI - 0.0678
LLSL	 (Mk7tk5) • 4.0593
YCSL	 (METbRS) = ^.0038
KLE	 lm TrKSI =0.000[07




















































RLE	 I INCHES I = 0.0682
RTE (INCHES) = 0.0080






ZC YP YS ZC T'P YS LC YP YS
0.0 -0.0074 0.0089 0.0 -•0.0002 0.0002 0.0 -0.0074 0.0091
O.GO57 0.0205 0.0506 0.0022 O.GD46 0.0016 0.0055 0.0232 0.0622
0.1714 0.0469 0.105s 0.0043 G.LO13 0.0029 0.1710 0.0522 0.1129
G.2571 0.0714 0.1487 0.0(-65 O.CO20 0.0040 0.2565 0.0791 0.1587
0.3428 0.0940 0..1478 O.UC87 O.GG26 O.GOt4 0.3420 0.1039 0.2C04
0.42d4 0a114d 0.,2232 0.0109 0.11:132 O.C:161 0.4275 0.1267 0.2363
G.".141 0.1336 0„2552 0.01BO O.GC37 O.0069 0.5130 G.1475 0.2722
6.5998 0.1507 0.2839 0.0152 G.GG42 0.0077 0.598S 0.1664 0.3029
0.6655 0.1661 0.3095 6.0174 U.U047 0.0064 0.6b4d 0.1033 0.33UO
0.7712 0.1798 0.3321 D.L•191 0.0J50 0.0090 0.7695 0.1984 0.3540
0.0569 0.1918 0.3517 0.0217 G.Gu54 0.0095 G.855G 0.2117 0.3747
U.9426 0.2021 0.3684 00Y39 0.0057 0.0100 0.9405 0.2232 0.3925
t.0282 0.21U8 0.3624 0.0261 O.OG59 0-GL03 1.G260 0.2329 0.4072
1.1I39 0.2179 0.3935 6.04412 O.0061 O.L1G6 L.11L6 0.2407 Oo4190
1.1996 0.2233 0.401B u.u]04 (,.fU63 0.0169 1.L971 0.2466 0.4279
1.CO53 0.2271 0.4074 0.0"b O.GCb4 0.0110 1.2325 0.25 11 0.4330
).3710 0.2290 0.41D0 O.G347 0.01:b4 0.Ukll 1.3681 G.2$34 0.4365
1.4567 0.2289 0."93 0.0369 0.0064 0.9211 1.4536 0.253$ 0.4359
1.,424 0.2260 00064 0.0391 0.0064 0.0110 1.5391 0.2514 0.4319
1.628o o.2226 0.3983 (c.G413 O.LL•43 0.61G8 1.6246 0.2470 0.4245
1.7137 0.2164 0 ► 3878 U.i,4a4 O.C,661 0.0105 •1.7101 0.2403 0.4136
1.7994 0.2060 0.3739 L.Cesb G.OU59 0.0101 L.7956 0.2312 0.3991
1.OB51 0.1974 0.3564 V.047(1 G.6056 0.0097 L.6811 0.2197 0.3b08
l.V7Gb O.IP46 0 . 3354 0 . 7500 O.GOy[ 0.Sl9l 1.9666 0.2058 0.35b7
2.0565 0.1695 0.31G9 0.0521 O.L..40 0.00b^ k.0521 0.1893 D.3325
2.1422 O.L520 0.2016 4.6543 U.0043 0.0077 i.1376 0.176, 0.3020
2.Y279 0.1321 0.2486 O.U;,65 4.00BU 0.0068 1.2231 0.148Z 0.2669
7.3135 0.1097 0.2111 0.0!)bo 0.6031 O-OD58 2.:006 0.1234 0.2270
2.3WZ 0.0846 0.16A8 O.Oou8 0.6u14 0.0646 2.a94L 0.0955 G.1819
2.4649 6.056b 0.1213 O.Obl3 O.Ualb 0.0633 2.4796 0.1645 0.1309
2.006 0.0261 0.0681 0.G652 O.CJ38 G.G019 2.5651 0.0301 0.6736




















0.03 yb 0.6050 0.0104




G.Ow57 0.00 >3 O.0095







O.Ubdl 0 #60 14 4.uL3i
U.V653 0.10W7 0.0017
G.067ta -G.CDC, 6.0002
RADIUS (METERS) a 0.3150
CHUKO (METER5l s 0.0675
ZCSL , (11a1OCSI a 0.04(J4
YCSL
	 (MkTtRS) a 0.0036
KLk	 tmhTEKS) ;O.000K9
R1E tH0 05 ) -0.000204
X-Ar(6A1S14.HLIE:KS)-D.0UO222
GAMMA-CNUROIRAD . 1 m 0.6278
RADIUS (1NCr1ES) Al2.4020
CHORD UNDIES) u 2.6563




RLE	 (INCHES) s 0.0082
RTE: IINCtIES) a 0.0080
X-AREA (St). IH.I • 0.344U
GAMMA-CHOKOIUEG.)a 35.97









GAM»A-L #VRDIRAU .)= 0.6452
RADIUS (INCHES) =12.6000
ChUrtU	 1LNCHES1 : 2.6506
ZCSL	 IINCHES) m 1.6115
YCSL
	 (INCHESI a 0.1404
KLk	 (INCHES) = 0.0003
RT'E IINCHES) - 0.0080











G.U467 4,t.L30 • O.UU53
O.OlU9 0.0036 0.0065
0.0I.10 D-GV4Y 0.0074









G.uB26 G.LU7I 0 n &110
G.ub47 (OAUll G.G119
0.0069 0.0071 0.0118
u - u-Ol 0.0071 0.0117
0.041e 0.1#+»74 00115
0.4434 0..)060 0.0112











RADIUS IMMAS) - 0.3252
CHORD tM lEkSl - O.Vb73
LLSL	 IMEtkRS) - O.O4I6










































	ChU U	 (INCHES) - 2.6488
	LCSL	 (INCHES) - 1.6358
	
VC5L	 (INCHES) w 0.1387
	RL 	 t1NCHE51 - 0.0083
RTE (INCHES) a 0.0081
X--AREA M. 1N.) s 0.3565





A	 -- area - meters 2 (inches2)
A/A*	 - ratio of actural area to critical area (where local
Mach number is 1.0)
a'	 - a point on the suction surface of a blade halfway
between the leading edge and the point from which a
Mach wave emanates that meets the leading edge of
the following biade
b	 -- rotor semi-chord at 75 percent of span from root
c	 -- aerodynamic chord along the flow surface - meters
(inches)





1 - V4 +
V3
r2 V. 2 - rl V $ 1
(r l + r2) Cr V'l
r3 V
03 r4 V8 4
(r3 + r4) V3
DCA	 - double-circular-arc
E	
- excitations per rotor revolution
E - angle between rays drawn to a conical design
surface: one ray to the leasing edge edge of an
airfoil, the second to some points on the
airfoil (see Appendix D)
H	 - stagnation enthalpy
im
 - incidence angle between inlet air direction and








iss - incidence angle between inlet air direction and








M	 - unit	 length along meridional projection of
streamline
M	 - Mach number
MCA	
- multiple-circular-arc blade
N	 - rotor speed, rpm
p
	
-- static pressure (psfa)
P	 - total or stagnation pressure (psfa)
R	
- distance from apex of design conical surface to
point on blade - meters (inches)
RC	 -- streamline radius of curvature - meters (inches)
RLE	
- leading edge airfoil radius - meters (inches)
RTE	
- trailing edge airfoil radius - meters (inches)
r
	












U	 rotor tangential speed, m/sec (ft/sec)
V	 - air velocity
W	 - weight flow
WA
	
- leading edge wedge angle
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APPENDIX P (ConC C:-
x conical
	
- distance in unwrapped -onical plane
Y 	
- airfoil courdiii,: r a of pressure surface normal to
chord line
Ys	- airfoil coordinate of suction surfce normal to
chord line
Yccg	 - vertical distance to airfoil center of gravity from
chord line
Y	 - length along; calculation station
Yconical	 - distance normal to x conical
Z	 - axial distance
Z*ratio	 - shroud modulus/airfoil modulus
Zc	- airfoil coordinate parallel to chord line
Zccg	 -- horizontal distance to airfoil center of gravity
from leading edge along chord line
absolute air angle = COT -1 (Vm/V8)
relative air angle = COT-1
(V'B )
- metal angle, angle between tangent to mean camber
line and meridional direction
y	 - blade chord angle, angle between chord and axial
direction
deviation angle - exit air angle minus metal angle
at trailing edge
E	 - angle between tangent to streamline projected on
meridional plane and axial direction
_	 (rte - rl e )
E	 cone angle = TAN-1




17 ad -	 adiabatic efficiency
B -	 circumferential direction
7t -	 angle
	
of	 calculation	 station	 measured	 from	 axial
direction
P -	 density
-	 angle on conical surface of revolution
6 -	 solidity or stress
c^ -	 camber	 angle,	 difference	 between	 blade	 angles	 at
leading and trailing edges on conical surface
i` -	 camber	 angle,
	 difference	 between	 blade	 angles	 at
leading and trailing edges on the unwrapped conical
surface
Of -	 front camber angle, difference between blade angles
at	 leading	 edge	 and	 MCA	 transition	 point	 on	 the
unwrapped conical surface
-	 total	 amount	 of	 chord	 line	 twist	 displacement,
degrees (radians)
[d --	 total pressure loss coefficient,
y
'I ' 2 y`1	 1P 1	 - P 2
^V l j
P'l - pi



















LE -	 leading edge
M -	 meridional (velocity); mean camber line (angle)
P -	 profile (loss); polytropic (efficiency)
ss -	 suction surface
sh -	 shock
t -	 transition
TE -	 trailing edge
z -	 axial component
1 -
	 station into rotor along leading edge
2 --	 station out of rotor along trailing edge
3 -	 station into stator along leading edge
4
-	 station out of stator along trailing edge
Superscripts
' --	 relative to rotor
-	 dasignates blade metal angle
o -	 degrees of arc or temperature
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